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Even if you perfectly colour match everything
else, the wrong colour eye shadow can bring it
all undone. And the opposite is also true – if
you have the wrong hair colour, clothing and/
or accessories, the most magical lipstick in the
universe won’t be able to pull it all together.
Sometimes even I get confused about the
or ‘summer/winter’, because it’s based on a
combination of your skin, eyes and hair, and
all three aren’t always the same tone i.e. you
can have warm eyes with cool skin, or warm
skin with cool hair etc.
I believe that wearing the wrong colour around your eyes is less
flattering than wearing the wrong colour shirt. As a makeup artist,
I take this topic extremely seriously.
It is often said that there are no rules when it comes to fashion,
because we often break any 'rules' there are to create a ‘wow’ factor,
or a dramatic visual effect at fashion shows and in magazines. When
it comes to everyday fashion, the first checkpoint for me is always
colour – before cut, fit, fabric or anything else. If you can get your
colours right, you are more than halfway there.
There are individual colours and colour families we can all wear
to enhance and harmonise our natural colouring and emphasise
our number one feature – our eyes! Your eyes are the first facial
feature people look at (followed by your lips).
On the following pages we have revised and expanded the Eye Colour
Charts we introduced in Makeup: The Ultimate Guide, to help you
make colour choices quickly and easily. The new charts I've made
cover a broader range of hues categorised by eye colours that we
specifically photographed for this book. I’ve made these charts very
easy to follow – simply locate your eye colour within one of the charts,
and you’ll find the perfect eye shadow colours for you.
There is a science behind colour matching that can take all the
guess work out of it. Let's get started...

EYE COLOUR CHARTS
Your eyes can be your best feature, and one of the best things makeup can
do for you is to enhance your eyes. The number one question I get asked is
‘What colour suits me?’… And it is a very important question.
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THE EYE SHADOW CHARTS ARE DIVIDED INTO
THE FOLLOWING TWO GROUPS:
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THE MASTER CHART

This first chart is what I call my ‘Master Chart’. This is your one
stop shop for all things eye colour related. The exciting part is that
we have used actual eye photos as your guide, and we have also
used photos of real eye shadow shades as the swatches. This way
you can get a lot closer to choosing what will suit you.
I have also created a palette of neutral shades at the bottom of my
'Master Chart' which suit all eye colours. Therefore, I recommend
that you have two or three of these eye shadow colours in your
makeup kit.
The second group of eye charts are by specific eye colour. Each
chart has been divided into two concentric circles. The inner circle
of eyeshadows are colours that complement your natural eye colour;
and the outer circle are colours that intensify your natural eye colour,
i.e. if your eyes are blue, intensifying colours will simply make your
eyes appear more blue.
If you have green eyes, refer to the colour charts for green eyes on
pages 110–111. You’ll find the perfect shades of green shadow to
enhance or complement your eye colour. On 107 are shades of
violet that will intensify your natural eye colour. Because violet
is opposite to green on the colour wheel, using violet shades will
make your eyes look greener than they’ve ever looked before.
All the shades in the charts can also be used for eyeliners, pencils,
or highlighters. If you’re concerned about fine lines and wrinkles
it is best to stick to matt shades, as metallics enhance
wrinkles.
Use these colour charts as your reference whenever you go shopping
for makeup – you will be much clearer on the colours that actually
suit you, and feel more confident when you say no to the ‘colour of
the season’, cos it ain’t in season if it isn’t your colour!

NEUTRAL SHADES
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BLUE EYES

VIOLET EYES

A true blue is a cool tone, they have the eyes
that look like the sky on a perfect day.
This chart applies to light, mid and dark blue eyes.

From a soft lavender to a deep purple, they
can have a blue hue and are cool in tone.
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BLUE GREEN EYES
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AQUA BROWN EYES

These eye colours are a cool tone and in different
light can change in hue - in some light they appear
more blue, and in other light more green.

A predominately brown eye with a cool green
hue, cool green meaning any green that has
a blue undertone.
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WARM GREEN EYES
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COOL GREEN EYES

These green eye shades are considered to be warm in
tone as they have a golden brown undertone.

This eye colour is considered to be a cool green
because it has a blue/aqua undertone.
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HAZEL EYES
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LIGHT BROWN EYES

Less common than brown but more common than
greens - they can look like a combination of brown and
green, most hazel eyes have a multi-coloured iris.

These are brown eyes with a golden and
sometimes amber hue – they can look like
caramel in colour, and are very warm in tone.
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MID BROWN EYES

DARK BROWN EYES

Medium shade browns are more warm
in tone. They can have a soft gold to a
strong amber undertone.

Simply the darkest eye colour that exists - it's
considered cool in tone because the deeper
the eye shade, the less visible warmth.
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GREY EYES
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GREY EYES

It’s a fact that the human eye can distinguish between 500 shades
of grey (and you were thinking there were only 50!).
The great news about this eye colour is that it’s neutral, so you can
wear anything around your eyes. However, I would choose shades
based on other elements, such as your hair and skin tone (i.e. whether
they are warm or cool). So if you’re warm, opt for warm shades, and
if you’re cool, opt for cool shades.
I do see tinges of pale blue in most of the grey eyes I see so, if this is
the case, you can use any of the colours that relate to light blue eyes.
This is also the rule if you have any other colours tinged amongst the
grey – if you have a slight fleck of green, use the green chart as your
guide, if you see a hint of hazel, then use the hazel chart.
But if you’re a true grey, where you see absolutely no other colour,
the world is your oyster. I have just divided these ‘intensifying’ eye
makeup colour swatches into cool and warm and, as you can see,
it would be impossible to put every existing colour here, so I have
chosen my personal favourites.

These are neutral eyes where the broadest
spectrum of intensifying colours apply.

